We carry out a systematical study of the spectral lag properties of 50 single-pulsed Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) detected by Fermi/GBM. By dividing the light curves into multiple consecutive energy channels we provide a new measurement of the spectral lag which is independent on energy channel selections. We perform a detailed statistical study of our new measurements. We find two similar power-law energy dependencies of both the pulse arrival time and pulse width. Our new results on the power-law indices would favor the relativistic geometric effects for the origin of spectral lag. However, a complete theoretical framework that can fully account for the diverse energy dependencies of both arrival time and pulse width revealed in this work is still missing. We also study the spectral evolution behaviors of the GRB pulses. We find that the GRB pulse with negligible spectral lag would usually have a shorter pulse duration and would appear to have a "hardness-intensity tracking" (HIT) behavior and the GRB pulse with a significant spectral lag would usually have a longer pulse duration and would appear to have a "hard-to-soft" (HTS) behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are prolific emitters of non-thermal radiation found in cosmological distance that can span for many decades in frequency. The prompt emission phase of GRBs is still not well understood given their complex temporal structures and spectral properties (see Kumar & Zhang 2015 ; Pe'er 2015, for recent reviews). Study of the prompt GRB spectra is essential for understanding the radiation mechanisms and their physical origins. In general, the integrated spectrum could be well described by the so-called Band function, which is a smoothly joint broken power law peaking at E p in the νf ν spectrum (Band et al. 1993 ). This peak energy E p is usually well correlated with the estimated isotropic total GRB energy (E γ,iso ), and peak luminosity (L p ) (Amati et al. 2002; Wei & Gao 2003; Yonetoku et al. 2004; Amati 2006; Nava et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012c) .
As GRBs are typically highly variable in intensity and significant spectral evolution apparently prevails, time-resolved spectral analyses have been considered more crucial to crack the radiation mechanism of GRBs. The correlation between the time-resolved peak energy and the corresponding isotropic peak luminosity could be well-established within individual bursts (e.g., Ghirlanda et al. 2010; Frontera et al. 2012; Guiriec et al. 2015b ). Multiple spectral components have been proposed by time-resolved analysis of data from different satellites/detectors (e.g., Zhang et al. 2011; Tierney et al. 2013; Frontera et al. 2013; Basak & Rao 2014; Iyyani et al. 2015; Guiriec et al. 2015a; Yu et al. 2016) . Different radiation mechanisms have been tried to interpret the spectral shape (e.g., Ryde et al. 2011; lshao@hebtu.edu.cn (L.S.) 2012a; Guiriec et al. 2013; Lazzati et al. 2013; Uhm & Zhang 2014; Burgess et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015; Pe'er et al. 2015; Chhotray & Lazzati 2015; Zhang et al. 2016; Guiriec et al. 2016) .
As abundant information about the spectral properties has been revealed by time-resolved analysis, complexity and unexpected confusion have also been introduced. Different analysis methods including using different time-binning schemes, samples, energy ranges can lead to different results. The shape of the spectra and/or the pattern of the spectral evolution have been found to be affected by the blend of different pulses. Two different correlations between the spectral peak energy and the corresponding luminosity have been proposed:"hard-to-soft" (HTS) and "hardnessintensity tracking" (HIT), which are seemingly incompatible with each other (Hakkila & Preece 2011; Lu et al. 2012; Hakkila et al. 2015; Burgess & Ryde 2015) . Binning method is also found to play an important role in analyzing the pattern of the spectral evolution (Burgess 2014) .
Since the temporal profiles of GRBs are very complicated and the spectral property is difficult to identify in blended pulses, efforts have been made in analyzing the bursts with a single or well-separated pulse. Both the pulse width and the arrival time have been found dependent on energy in most GRBs, revealing an important connection between the temporal profile and the spectral evolution (Cheng et al. 1995; Fenimore et al. 1995; Norris et al. 1996; Band 1997) . Spectral lag can be measured between two given energy ranges by cross-correlating the light curves of two corresponding energy channels. Spectral lag has been found well correlated with the peak luminosity (Norris et al. 2000; Norris 2002 ; Ukwatta et al. 2010) . The spectral lag has also been considered as an important tool to classify long and short GRBs (Gehrels et al. 2006; Norris & Bonnell 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; Bernardini et al. 2015) . Detailed analysis of the spectral lag would utilize both the temporal and spectral information and help to reveal the radiation mechanisms of GRBs. The existence of the spectral lag can be considered as a consequence of the spectral evolution in the radiation processes (e.g., Dermer 1998; Daigne & Mochkovitch 2003; Ryde 2005; Uhm & Zhang 2016; Mochkovitch et al. 2016 ). For synchrotron and synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) processes in relativistic plasma outflows, the pulse width should be correlated with the photon energy E as E −1/2 and E −1/4 , respectively (Kazanas et al. 1998; Chiang 1998; Dermer 1998) . On the other hand, spectral lags can also be explained by some geometric effect including the curvature effect (e.g., Shen et al. 2005; Lu et al. 2006; Qin et al. 2004) or the pulse confusion of different spectral components (Guiriec et al. 2013; Eichler & Manis 2008) .
In the previous works, the spectral lag is calculated using Cross-Correlation Function (CCF) between two given energy channels. The value of the spectral lag is highly sensitive to the energy channels which are chosen arbitrarily and a GRB would have a different lag if different energy channels are selected. To take into account such effect and further reveal the observational details on the spectral evolution, we carry out a systematic research of 50 bright GRB pulses detected by Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and perform a new analysis of the spectral lag using the light curves in nine consecutive energy channels for each GRB. By investigating the energy dependencies of both the arrival time and pulse width in universal forms, we are able to provide a new description of the spectral lag effect over all energy channels for each burst independent on energy channel selections. Details of the sample selection and data reduction are presented in Section 2, followed by the description of our analyses in Section 3. We discuss the implications of the spectral hardness evolution behaviors in Section 4. Brief discussion and conclusion are summarized in §5.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND DATA REDUCTION
This work made an extensive use of the data from the Gamma-ray Monitor (GBM) on board Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Meegan et al. 2009 ). For the first step, we searched in the official GBM online burst catalog (Gruber et al. 2014; von Kienlin et al. 2014) for bright bursts with a total fluence F > 5 × 10 −6 erg cm −2 in 10-1000 keV. For simplicity, we selected the bright bursts based on their total fluence instead of their peak flux, since the total fluence is generally a well determined property. On the other hand, the peak flux is significantly dependent on the selection of time resolution and therefore has several different values in different time intervals for each burst as provided in the burst catalog. As shown in Figure 1 , the total fluence is generally well correlated with the peak fluxes in different time resolutions. Our sample (as will be introduced below) is a bright sample based on both measures. For the second step, we then carefully selected the ones with only one well-defined pulse by manually examining their light curves recorded in their brightest sodium iodide [NaI(Tl)] detector. For each burst, we only used the time-tagged event (TTE) data of the brightest NaI detector. The TTE data consist of individual photon arrival times with 2 µs temporal resolution and 128-channel spectral resolution, recorded from about 30 s before to 300 s after the burst trigger.
By selecting the most bright bursts based on their total fluence, we have included in our sample only one short (< 2 s) burst -GRB 140209313 with a duration of ∼ 1.4 s and a fluence of ∼ 9 × 10 −6 erg cm −2 , which turns out to be the most bright short burst (without considering the distance) detected in GBM as of 30 May 2016. There are six short bursts in the online burst catalog that meet the fluence criterion. Among them, GRBs 090227772 (T 90 ∼ 1.3 s), 090228204 (T 90 ∼ 0.4 s), 120624309 (T 90 ∼ 0.6 s), 140901821 (T 90 ∼ 0.2 s) and 150819440 (T 90 ∼ 1.0 s) all have multiple pulses. We have excluded these bursts without carrying out further analyses. The fluence of previously well-studied short burst 090510016 is only ∼ 3 × 10 −6 erg cm −2 and also has multiple overlapping pulses, therefore does not meet our the criterion. Most of other long bursts have also been excluded due to the same reason.
As the third and the most important step for our sample selection, the TTE data for each burst were re-binned into nine energy channels evenly separated in the logarithmic scale. The light curve in each channel was then fitted independently by a first-order polynomial (to subtract the background) together with a Gaussian function f (t) (to pinpoint the pulse):
where a is a constant and t peak and δ represent the arrival time of the peak of the pulse and the RMS width of the Gaussian shape, respectively. In generally, the typical shape of a single GRB pulse was proposed to be asymmetric, e.g., with a fast rise and an exponential decay as in the BATSE GRBs (Fishman et al. 1994) . A two-sided exponential or Gaussian profile with the decay time significantly larger than the rise time (with a ratio ranging from about 2 to 3) was also proposed to be suitable for BATSE GRBs (e.g., Norris et al. 1996; Norris et al. 2005) . During our fitting processes, we have tried several asymmetric functions to fit the pulse profiles, but none of them worked perfectly for most the lightcurves in our sample. Indeed, we found that a Gaussian profile was adequate for pinpointing the bulk photons of the pulses with utilizing the standard IDL fitting function, GAUSSFIT, and a more complex function was not necessary. Unfortunately, many very bright pulses that previously appeared to be single as manually selected from the whole TTE data with a very raw time resolution in the second step would still fail to be pinpointed by a Gaussian function in one of the nine energy channels as the time binsize was lowered in the third step. Pulses would also become very noisy and undistinguishable from the background when the binsize is very small. As a standard, the binsize in our work has been automatically set as 5 % of the duration T 90 for each burst. The T 90 is the duration of the time interval during which the detector accumulates from the 5% to the 95% of the photons in a given energy range (50-300 keV for GBM), which has been provided by the official GBM online burst catalogs (Gruber et al. 2014; von Kienlin et al. 2014) . Since the T 90 is not always representative of the width of the single pulse, some modifications to the bin sizes have been made manually to keep them close to 5 % of the genuine pulse width. Given a determined time bin, any burst that has one or more pulses that could not be well pinpointed by the Gaussian profile was excluded as a final step of the sample selection process.
Since each burst has a different range of spectral distribution, the most upper and lower edges of the energy channels were selected manually to ensure enough signal above background (S/N > 5) in each channel. Figure Set 2 where the total light curve summed in the nine channels is shown on the top. The Gaussian profile fitting is shown on top of each light curve in red curve. For a visual aid to manually check the effect of spectral lag, the peaks of each Gaussian profile are connected and plotted in green dashed lines.
NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE SPECTRAL LAG
As the pulses in each energy channel have been well fitted by Gaussian profiles for each burst, the peak arrival time t peak and the RMS Gaussian width δ could be well determined. Both t peak and δ, each as a function of the photon energy E (the mid-value of each energy channel), are shown in the right panels of Figure Set 2 for each burst. The uncertainties in t peak and δ are the 1-σ errors evaluated for the returned parameters from the Guassian fitting using the standard IDL fitting function GAUSSFIT. An anti-correlation between t peak and E apparently exists for almost all the bursts. We fitted this anti-correlation with a three-parameter power-law,
where, t 0 and τ are constants in the unit of second and β is the power-law index. We notice that there are some practical meanings of t 0 and τ . If β > 0, then we have
and
in two limiting cases with the photon energy of 1 keV and ∞, respectively. So t 0 t peak (E = ∞) can be regarded as the limiting value of the earliest arrival time of the most energetic photons. τ is the difference between t peak (1 keV) and t peak (∞), thus it is the "limiting" spectral lag at 1 keV. We use τ as a fundamental timing measurement of the spectral lags independent on the energy channel selections. There is also an apparent anti-correlation between δ and E for almost all the bursts in our sample. We fitted this anti-correlation with a two-parameter power-law,
where, ω is a constant in the unit of second and γ is the power-law index. ω could be considered as the limiting half pulse width at 1 keV. The effects of spectral lag has been manifested as both the delay of the peak arrival time and the broadening of the pulse width in a lower energy channel. These two phenomena appear to be closely connected. The best-fitting functions given by Equations (2) and (5) are shown by the red curves in the right panels in Figure Set 2 . To well constrain the values and uncertainties of each parameters in the power-laws, we have adopted the efficient Nested Sampling Monte Carlo algorithm in the framework of Bayesian analysis, used in the generic package PyMultiNest, as firstly applied to X-ray spectral analysis (Buchner et al. 2014) . The best-fitting parameters of t 0 , τ , β, ω and γ are provided in Table 1 . The distributions for these parameters together with the T 90 in our sample are shown in Figure 3 .
The median value of t 0 is -1.03 s, which can be understood as the mean value of the limiting initial occurrence time of the GRB pulse. The median value of T 90 , τ and ω is 12.4 s, 12.6 s and 5.2 s, respectively. There is a clear trend that the limiting spectral lag τ is correlated with the duration T 90 as shown in the Figure 4 (a). Meanwhile, ω is also correlated with the duration T 90 as shown in Figure 4 (c), and τ is correlated with the twice of ω as shown in Figure 4 (e). These correlations suggest that T 90 is a modestly good indicator of the intrinsic duration of the GRB pulses in single pulse events. The real interesting correlation is between the pulse width and the spectral lag. The correlation between the spectral lag and the T 90 comes as a consequence. A similar correlation between the pulse width and the spectral lag (though, defined slightly differently) was also found in bright X-ray flares, suggesting a common origin of prompt emission and the X-ray flares (e.g., Margutti et al. 2010 ). On the contrary, neither β nor γ appears to be correlated with the duration T 90 as shown in Figure 4 
The connection between the delay of the peak arrival time and the broadening of the pulse width can also be revealed by the similar median values of β = 0.27 and γ = 0.21. While γ tends to have a unimodal distribution which tops at ∼ 0.2, β tends to have a bimodal distribution which tops towards ∼ 0.1. This bimodal distribution of β is also hinted by the heart-shaped correlation between τ and β as shown in Figure 4 (g), where two distinction components, i.e., an anti-correlation between τ and β at β < 0.3 and a correlation at β > 0.3 are apparently present. These two components form the two peaks at β ∼ 0.1 and β ∼ 0.4 shown in Figure 3 (e). Figure 4 (g) also indicates an intriguing trend that the cases with both τ ∼ 0 and β ∼ 0 do not exist. For a comparison, an apparent correlation between ω and γ is shown in Figure 4 (h). The latter indicates that the width of narrower pulses are less dependent on the photon frequencies.
It is worth mentioning that, a mean value of the power-law index γ = 0.21 appear to be inconsistent with the previously proposed values of γ ∼ 0.4 for BATSE and Swift GRBs which were all based on analyses of average pulse width as determined either by the CCF or by specific fits of the light curves of individual pulses in given broad energy channels (Fenimore et al. 1995; Norris et al. 1996 Norris et al. , 2005 . Recently, the energy dependence of minimum variability timescales has also been studied for Fermi/GRM bursts in four energy channels, and the power-law index has been found to be between 0.53 and 0.97 (Golkhou et al. 2015) . A value of γ ∼ 0.4 has also been found for X-ray flares Margutti et al. 2010) . Alternatively, the recent work on the extremely bright GRB 130427A detected by Fermi/GBM evaluated a value of γ = 0.27 ± 0.03 ) which is consistent with our results here. The energy dependence of the pulse width with a power-law index of γ ∼ 0.5 might indicate the signature of synchrotron cooling (e.g., Kazanas et al. 1998; Chiang 1998) . On the contrary, a power-law index of γ ∼ 0.25 might favor the dominance of the SSC processes (e.g., Dermer 1998), the relativistic curvature effect (e.g., Shen et al. 2005) , or the Doppler effect (e.g., Qin et al. 2004) . However, as discussed in recent works, these models still have difficulties in fully accounting for the observational features, which instead indicate a combination of several specific constraints on the radiation mechanism (e.g., Uhm & Zhang 2016) . It was proposed that the spectral lag could be produced by the combination of spectral evolution and the curvature effect (Peng et al. 2011) .
Even though short GRBs generally show negligible spectral lags (Norris & Bonnell 2006) or even "negative" lags , the only short burst in our sample, i.e., 140209313 (T 90 = 1.41 s), does show an apparent spectral lag of τ = 1.28 s that is comparable to its duration as shown by the blue data points in Figure 4 . The correlations between the spectral lag or the pulse width and the duration apply nicely for both short and long bursts in our sample, suggesting some similarity or connection between the two classes as suggested by previous works (e.g., Ghirlanda et al. 2009; Shao et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2012c) . While the values of β and γ for 140209313 are similar to those of the long bursts, it is, however, outlier in the ω-γ diagram as shown in Figure 4 (h). Another special burst is 091010113 as shown by the purple data point. Although, 091010113 has a long duration of T 90 = 5.95 s as listed in the online catalogue, its major pulse (as shown in our Figure Set 2) lasts obviously less than 2 s. There two special bursts are also located at the bottom of heart shape in the τ -β diagram in the panel (g) of Figure 4 or at the bottom right corner in the ω-γ diagram in the panel (h) of Figure 4 , suggesting a potential subgroup.
4. "HARD-TO-SOFT" OR "HARDNESS-INTENSITY TRACKING"?
The peak energy E p has been considered as an important spectral parameter of GRB pulses and found to be in correlation with many measured quantities, such as the isotropic total energy E γ,iso (Amati et al. 2002) . However, none of the four newly-measured parameters related with the spectral lag shows any clear correlation with E p as shown by Figure 5 , where the values of E p have been adopted as the peak energy of a Band function fit to the single spectrum over the duration of the burst provided by the official GBM online burst catalogs (Gruber et al. 2014; von Kienlin et al. 2014) . Given the significant spectral evolution in GRB pulses, time-resolved spectral analysis is a key to crack the underlying radiation mechanism. A recent hot topic is to distinguish the HTS and HIT patterns in the evolution of the hardness of the spectra.
Instead of using the peak energy E p , in this work we directly use the hardness ratio as an indicator of the spectral properties of the GRBs. The hardness ratio is defined as the ratio between the two light curves in a harder and a softer energy channels, respectively, which are determined here for a preliminary result by evenly cutting the full energy channel in half in the logarithmic scale. This hardness ratio is easily available and is not subject to the uncertainties in determining E p for a Band function fitting. The latter might has some statistical issues as suggested by the previous works (e.g. Preece et al. 2016) . Our results of the hardness ratio have been shown in the thick blue histogram in Figure 2 . For almost all the bursts in our sample, the hardness ratio shows a uniform pattern including both soft-to-hard and hard-to-soft phases, and has a very similar temporal profile as the total light curve. In a few of them, say, 130630272, the hardness ratio is nicely consistent with the total light curve clearly showing an HIT pattern. Most of the ones that cannot be considered as strictly HIT instead show a delay between the temporal profile of the hardness ratio and the total light curve. Strictly speaking, the majority of them seem to differ with either the HTS or HIT patterns. For example, GRBs 081224887, 090809978, 100612726, and 110817191 were categorized as HTS pattern based on analysis of the temporal evolution of the peak energy E p (e.g., Lu et al. 2012 ). However, an initial "soft-to-hard" phase seem to be indispensable in these four cases as shown here. A very similar pattern between the hardness ratio and the total light curve can be perceived for almost all the bursts in our sample. Pure HTS pattern seems to be disfavored for most of the bursts in our sample.
To further illustrate the discrepancy in the pattern of the spectral evolution between the previous analyses utilizing the peak energy E p and our analysis utilizing the hardness ratio, we made a direct comparison of the results based on these two spectral quantities for the four previously-proposed HTS bursts mentioned above (i.e., 081224887, 090809978, 100612726, and 110817191). First, we reproduced the spectral analyses for the evolution of the peak energy E p using the software package GBM RMFIT tool (version 4.3pr2) 1 and the results are shown in the top panels in Figure 6 for each burst. We adopt the Bayesian blocks (BBs) as the binning method (Scargle et al. 2013 ) which is considered more accurate in reproducing the intrinsic spectral evolution pattern in highly variable GRB light curves as suggested by Burgess (2014) . The adopted time bins are listed in the second column of Table 2 . We can reproduce the HTS pattern in the measure of E p , which is consistent with the previous result. For a straight comparison, we rebin the light curve in the same time bins and calculate the hardness ratio as introduced above. The results are shown in the bottom panels in Figure 6 for each burst. Dramatically, the four supposedly HTS bursts determined by E p appear to have an semi-HIT pattern, though not very statistical significant in GRBs 100612726 and 110817191. This suggests that an obvious ambiguity may exist in distinguishing HTS and HIT behaviors. The biggest difference is in the first time bin, which is understandable since the pulse is weak and the time bin is narrow therefore the uncertainty in determining the value of E p is the largest.
More importantly, the evolution behavior of the spectral hardness for most GRBs in our sample is neither HTS nor
HIT. An obvious time delay between the hardness evolution pattern and the light curve exists. To study the property of this hardness-intensity time delay ∆t HR , we calculate the CCF between the evolution curve of hardness ratio (the thick blue curve in each left panel of Figure Set 2 ) and the total light curve (the thick black curve in each left panel of Figure Set 2) using the same method as described in Zhang et al. (2012b) . The measured values of ∆t HR are listed in the last column of Table 1 . The origin of this time delay can be revealed by the correlation between ∆t HR and the spectral lag τ as shown in Figure 7 . The best fit yields
with a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient r = 0.67 and a chance probability P = 1.0 × 10 −7 . The suggests that the spectral evolution behavior (hardness vs. light curve) is closely related with the spectral lag phenomenon. Given an intrinsic time delay between the evolution of hardness and light curve, neither HTS or HIT is an appropriate categorization of the spectral evolution behavior for most GRBs. This time delay is an indication of the spectral lag. As a consequence, only the bursts with negligible spectral lag would exhibit a pure HIT behavior. The bursts with a large spectral lag would more likely exhibit an HTS behavior. Most GRBs have neither HIT nor HTS behaviors, yet form a major and continuous transition between HIT and HTS categories. Since the spectral lag is well correlated with the pulse width as found above, short pulses tend to show an HIT behavior and long pulses tend to show an HTS behaviors. As shown in Figure 7 , The only two short GRBs 091010113 and 140209313 that have negligible ∆t HR are well located in the lower left HIT corner, and the four previously proposed HTS GRBs with longer pulse widths all have a moderate ∆t HR .
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we revisited the measurement of GRB spectral lag between a group of consecutive energy channels instead of two given energy channels. The idea of splitting the light curves into more consecutive energy channels was triggered by the studies of pulsars in the radio frequencies, even though the physics behind them are totally different. For pulsars there is a quadratic frequency dependence on the arrival time (∆t peak ∝ ν −2 ) as is typical for the propagation effect in cold plasma along the line of sight, known as the dispersion (e.g., Lorimer et al. 2007 ). Meanwhile, the significant pulse width broadening with a quadratic frequency dependence (∝ ν −4 ) is consistent with the Kolmogorov-like spectrum due to interstellar scattering (Lee & Jokipii 1976) . On the other hand, the spectral lag for GRBs in the MeV energies is still an open issue, which more likely has an internal origin due to the radiation mechanisms. Based on a systematical analysis on 50 single-pulsed GRBs, we find that the arrival time of the GRB pulse is universally anti-correlated with the photon energy, showing an intrinsic soft spectral lag (i.e., softer photons come later) under ∼ 800 keV as observed by the NaI detectors of Fermi/GBM. By investigating the pulse profiles in multiple consecutive energy channels, we can determine an intrinsic spectral lag τ and pulse width ω for each burst independent on energy channel selection.
The spectral lag τ and pulse width ω are found well correlated with each other, which may favor the relativistic geometric effects previously proposed, e.g., the spectral lag is due to the fact that the observer is looking at the increasing latitudes with respect to the line of the sight with time (see Zhang et al. 2009 , for a discussion and the references therein). We can, for the first time, evaluate the energy-dependency for the pulse arrival time by the powerlaw index β, which is widely distributed between ∼ 0.02 and 0.9 with a mean value of ∼ 0.27. The pulse width is also found universally anti-correlated with the photon energy (i.e., softer pulses have a wider width) which is consistent with previous studies. The power-law index γ for the energy-dependency of the pulse width is also widely distributed between ∼ 0.02 and 0.7, but with a mean value of ∼ 0.21 which is distinct from previous studies (e.g., Fenimore et al. 1995; Norris et al. 1996 Norris et al. , 2005 . Our new result on the power-law index γ would also favor the relativistic geometric effects. There should also be a caution that, for some cases, e.g., GRB 100324172, that the anti-correlations of the energy dependence could not be well constrained, potential systematic uncertainties may exist and probably translate into a very low value of γ (or β in some other case).
It is worth to mention that, our work reveals some interesting mutual correlations between the burst duration T 90 , the spectral lag τ , and the pulse width ω. There might also exist a correlation between the power-law indices β and γ as shown in Figure 4 (f), although with a mild Spearman's rank correlation coefficient r of 0.4086 and the corresponding chance probability P of 0.0032. Since the physical model that is fully consistent with the data is still missing, we may provide some hints about the connection between the energy-dependencies of both the arrival time and the pulse width. As a simple demonstration, we can show that, given the energy dependency of the arrival time fully described in Equations (2), the energy dependency of the pulse width described in Equations (5) might be a natural consequence. Let us assume that, the energy dependence of the peak arrival time (i.e. Equation (2)) is a realization of the intrinsic radiation mechanism which applies to each emitted photon. Now, we consider a very simple pulse, which consists of only two photons with different energies E 1 and E 2 (E 1 < E 2 ), respectively. According to Equation (2), they each arrive at the time t 1 and t 2 by
Now we collect these two photons in the energy channel [E 1 , E 2 ], and measure the width W of this simple pulse formed by the only two photon, which is the time difference between t 1 and t 2 by
Comparing Equations (5) and (10) suggests that τ ≈ 2 × ω and β ≈ γ, which are consistent with the results as shown in Figure 4 (e)& (f). This means that the energy dependence of the characteristic arrival time of a group of photons should be inevitably reflected in a similar energy dependence of the pulse width of the same group of photons. We doubt that one can be able to distribute a group of photons that have significantly energy-dependent arrival times yet can also have an energy-independent pulse width. Based on our analysis above, therefore, we propose that the energy dependency of the arrival time of the emitted photons (Equation (2)) is more likely the internal and intrinsic radiation mechanism and the energy dependency of the pulse width (Equation (5)) is its external and natural/inevitable consequence. Anyway, a complete theoretical framework that can fully account for the energy dependencies of both arrival time and pulse width is still missing. We used a symmetric Guassian profile to describe the single-pulse profiles of the bursts in our sample. Given the potential asymmetry of the pulses, there might be possible systematical uncertainties of the pulse peak times. Since we had some difficulties in fitting all the lightcurves in our sample with any exact function provided in the literature, we further adopted CCF method to check the delay in the peak time between two consecutive energy channels and compared it with our results based on Guassian fitting. Our CCF method has been applied and explained in Zhang et al. (2012b) . The comparison for each burst is shown in Figure 8 . The same time ranges for each burst as shown in in the left panels of Figure Set 2 were used to calculate the CCF lags. All the uncertainties of CCF lags in this work were estimated by Monte Carlo simulation as described in Zhang et al. (2012b) and the uncertainties of Gaussian peak-time lags were estimated by error propagation of the peak times. Most of the results from different methods are consistent with each other. Though a few cases, say, GRB 100707032 and 150314205, do reveal a systematical overestimation because of the pulse confusion as can be perceived by the fittings for the light curves in the lower energy channels shown in Figure Set 2 . Given that their numbers are few, the general results for the sample in this work have not been significantly affected by our current choice of the fitting function. Anyway, the intrinsic shape of GRB pulses is still an open issue. A more complicated fitting scheme (e.g., Norris et al. 2005 ) for the pulse profile should be explored for the work in the future.
As an important result in this work, we found a new clue to solve the controversy over the spectral evolution of GRB pulses, i.e., the so-called Hard-To-Soft (HTS) and Hardness-Intensity Tracking (HIT) behaviors. We use the hardness ratio instead of the peak energy E p as the characteristic spectral parameter since the later is subject to uncertainties in the very early stage of the pulse. We find that most of the GRB pulses exhibit neither HTS nor HIT behaviors. Instead, they show a behavior close to HIT but with a noticeable time delay. This time delay ∆t HR is well correlated with the spectral lag τ that we have measured in this work. A GRB pulse with negligible spectral lag would appear to have an HIT behavior. On the other hand, a GRB pulse with significant spectral lag would appear to have an HTS behavior, which, in fact, is not a genuine behavior given that there is always a very short soft-to-hard phase at the very beginning. Even though most GRBs are highly variable with multiple pulses, single pulses seem to be fundamental elements of GRB prompt emission (e.g., Hakkila et al. 2008) . Our results on single-pulse GRBs can provide important insights into the nature of GRB pulses.
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b All of the errors in this work indicate a confidence interval of 1 σ uncertainty.
c Only the data from the brightest NaI detector are used for analysis in this work. Figure 3 . Distributions of the burst duration T90, the initial arrival time t0, the "limiting" spectral lag τ , the "limiting" half width ω, the power-law indices β and γ for the 50 GRBs in our sample. As shown by the panel (f), the previously wellstudied power-law index γ was proposed to be between ∼ 0.37 and ∼ 0. 
